
IPParalegals is a bona fide boutique 
Intellectual Property prosecution para-
legal services firm. Providing IP prac-
tices with live and definitive prosecution 
paralegal stability has been our firm’s 
hallmark since 1996.

As authentic patent, trademark & 
copyright prosecution paralegal services 
industry pioneers, IPParalegals has the 
specialized infrastructure necessary 
to solidify our clients’ practices. IPP’s 
operations are forged from decades of 
hands-on know how, enabling an all-in 
conviction to best practices and error-
free work.

IPParalegals possesses extreme 
knowledge in domestic, foreign and 
PCT patent laws, rules & formalities ... 
an expertise-driven human intelligence 
advantage that software-driven artificial 
intelligence can only embellish. We are 
specialists at providing our clients with 
whatever is ethically necessary to ensure 
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their success.
Unrelenting deadline management 

and diligent communication are core 
values within IPParalegals. Values which 
espouse direct and personal client & asso-
ciate correspondence as well as authoring 
professional communiqués, form letters 
and responses. We are as close to being 
just down the hall as you will find.

With an influential understanding 
of how IP prosecution works, we have 
developed access points and business 
relationships worldwide. Our globaliza-
tion is founded on extended availability 
& a steadfast commitment to our clients. 
So whether we’re on the phone with the 
USPTO at the crack of dawn, pushing 
through an 11th hour signature confir-
mation in Abu Dhabi, or expediting the 
issuance of a filing receipt from Shanghai 
- IPParalegals gets it done.

Our services range from docket 
administration and application filing 

through authoritative prosecution and full 
portfolio management. Both hourly and 
flat fee filing rates are available.

Large or small, new or established 
... if your goal is to secure an adept and 
concentrated IP prosecution paralegal 
capacity, then your objective is definitely 
IPParalegals.
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Bou-tique \bü-tēk\ n : a small company that offers highly specialized services.

At IPParalegals, expertise is our core competency based upon decades of front line precision and know-how. 
Knowing precisely how to trace every matter history back to its genesis. Knowing precisely how to diagnose, evalu-
ate and chronicle every process step that has been followed - or missed. Knowing precisely how to formulate and 
communicate every possible scenario so our client attorneys can best counsel their clients. Knowing precisely 
how to get it done right the first time - then doing it right every time. We are true masters of the IP prosecution 
paralegal craft, and nothing within its ethical scope is beyond us.

Why Choose IPParalegals?

Proficiency
IPParalegals has the resources and infrastructure in place 

right now to reliably provide everything from docketing through 
advanced non-lawyer prosecution. You can expect stability, 
diligent communication, unrelenting attention to detail and 
disciplined matter management.

Integrity
Integrity is a legal imperative. Therefore IPParalegals does 

not have, nor have we ever had, an attorney presence with a 
vested interest in our operation. Welcoming potential conflicts 
of interest is not how we do business.

Each client’s matter is handled in complete isolation to 
preserve confidentiality. TLS encrypted data transfers, ISO 
27001 certified data storage (insured to $1M) and full PCI DSS 
compliance ensures the utmost safety of client information.

Value
It’s all about maximizing return on your investment. Cost-

effectively reinforcing each client’s practice with an immediate, 
acute and personable paralegal faculty is how tangible value 
happens with IPParalegals. Premium service at competitive 
rates means you can afford to have it done right the first time.

Results
As industry pioneers, IPParalegals has been committed to 

providing “best of the best” support for over a generation. We 
care about what IP prosecution practices need. Which is why 
we staff paralegals instead of representatives.

While utilizing a lavish library of leading research tools to 
achieve output, software isn’t the brightest or sharpest tool in 
our bag. Our accomplished nonlawyer professionals are. Human 
intelligence makes all the difference.

 Find out how IPParalegals can make a difference for you. Call us or visit our website for more information. We’re here to help.

75-5660 Kopiko Street
Suite C7 - 163 

Kailua-Kona, HI 96740

Tele: 808.953.7371
Facsimile: 808.498.4570
solutions@ipparalegals.com
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